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Preface

SKY HIGH 3 is a self launch system, for high-quality model gliders with a take-off weight
up to 30 kg is suitable. With the purchase of a SKY HIGH engine you chosed an
innovative product. All mechanical components as well as the Electric control unit (ECU),
are developed and produced in Germany.

The following points were important in the development:
-The fuselage opening should be limited to an acceptable level.
-The weight distribution during retraction and extension should not affect the flight
behavior as far as possible. This needs to be considered especially with systems using a
superimposed motor (the tip of the hull wants to go down) and the retraction during flight
(focus shift).
-Vibration low run by belt drive and inside motor.
-The efficiency of the impulse should be as high as possible (big and high quality
airscrew, as no currents and cell number).
-The installation and maintenance work should be as easy as possible.
-A system with simple built-in control board, where the customer can decide, whether he
or not to call an automatic sequence with a switch (full throttle mode) and is thus the
throttle for the landing flaps available, or some kind of manual operation (gas-controll
mode) by continuously gas can be given.
-Safe operation through switch ID and current detection for the shutter function.
-Despite all these benefits and the use of high quality components, a reasonable selling
price will be achieved.
-SKY HIGH engines allow you, without more help to endless flights and be you, if you
observe the warning and safety conditions, much pleasure! Each individual engine is
tested by us before it goes on sale.
Your Hans-Ulrich Tobuschat
Engineer, Tobcon engineering
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1 Safety instructions, warnings and warranty
Safety instructions
-Before installation absolutely read the whole instruction.
-Any disregard of the safety instruction and warning notes can cause serious injury of the
operator!
-The self launch system SKY HIGH 3 is not a toy and doesn’t belong in hands of
children. For young people under 16 years the construction and operation be monitored
by adults.
-Like driving a car the operator has to be in possession of its full physical and spiritual
skills.

Warning:
This symbol highlights notes, which absolutely should be respected. At the
disregard the function of the self launch system can the safety of the operator
be impacted!!
Never grab in the running propeller, never the engine expanded state loose or
in the hand holding operate. The engine always takes in built in state in
operation. Very important: Never operate in closed rooms!
Watch out that you don’t stand in front or next to the propeller during the
operation. The same counts for spectators!
The Aluminium hub with both folding screws please retigthem before the
commissioning the screw-wrench SW 13 mm again.
Before every commissioning take care that there are no loose parts like a
Rags, cables, clothes, tools, etc. in the hull or in the surrounding area.
Those could cause damage at the approach at human and mechanics!
You should stay (and the remote controller) at the test, like general at the
operation on the floor always behind the surfaces stop!
Should through a crash of the self launch system get damaged, please only
use original TOBCON-parts.
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-The self launch system of the type SKY HIGH 3 is only for model airplanes
suitable and should not use in other way in no event.

- In no event use a start aircraft. The self launch system is only designed for
own start capable sailplanes (see also general information on the operation)

-Vibrations: The engine is allowed to have light vibrations till the propeller fold
out. Then the engine should run smoothly even at full throttle. Should you
nevertheless have vibrations, check the mechanics etc. or take contact with
us.

-The engine is to protect from moisture, dirt and grass. It is recommended to
use chassis with wheel covers.

-Before each flight perform a range test. Program meaningful Fail-Safe
settings (Suspensions of, self launch system retracted, flaps neutral position
etc.)

Warranty
It applies the general warranty period from two years. Place of performance is the
company TOBCON, Kornblumenweg 1, 89134 Blaustein (Germany). The buyer has
to claim the warranty in writing headed by proof of purchase (invoice, receipt etc.).
The cost of shipping is to take over from the buyer. The transport of the object
from the consumer as well as the return transport takes place at the risk of the
consumer.
We accept no liability for damages that arise in dealing with our self launch
system, because we can´t monitor the proper operation.
The commissioning and operation of the craft in the model is done solely at the
risk of the operator.
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2 Assembly drawing, technical Data and explanation

Folding propeller

Arm in Carbondesign

ca. 515 mm

Belt

Flymotor

4x screw for
thighten belt

Pendulum arm

Switch retracted

Spwitch
tracted

Technical Data:
Weight:
Propeller:
Power consumptions:
For Models:

ca. 75mm

ca. 2,15 Kg
20x13 CFK fullcarbon RFM
65 A, Lipo 10S mind. 5800 mAh
up to 30 Kg
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3 Space, Open the trunk and folding mechanism

A

B

Measure D

C

pic.1
Following space should exist (picture 1+2):
(Measurement reference is the point of fixing the wing)
SKY HIGH 3: Measure A- min. 235 mm; B-105 mm at a distance of C approx. 475 mm
Prior to the opening of the valves, certain requirements must be met:
1. It must be clarified whether the self launch system fits in the fuselage fits (picture 1).
2. The wheel can be shifted by at least 5 cm forward (see chapter 4).
Are these requirements met, you can start to draw a rectangle on the back of the
fuselage with pencil. Here again, the fitting in the wing profile applies as a dimensional
reference (measure D).
It is important for SKY HIGH 3: Measure D min. 40 mm; measure E- 430 mm; measure
F- 80 mm

Maß F

Measure E

pic. 2
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Note please measure F there is a projected measure. Make sure when the record it with
a measurement marker above and below in the range of measure E to tear on the
measure and then connecting the vertices. After the doors have been cut out, same
clearance (measure F) should be about all the symmetrical (picture 1.1). The measure D
and C represent reference values. If the aspect ratio is very wide, these values should be
increased accordingly.
The dimension D and C must be enlarged with large aspect ratio diameter (possibly
rectangle)!

F

Start with the dividing line in the middle.
Then comes the separation of the outer
contour. An Oszillosaw or a wheel serves
as a cut-off tool (Dremel, Proxxon or
similar).
The following scheme has proved very
well: The lines at the corners cut with a
small blade and with a blade that is not
clamped in a frame, the long straight drop
out by hand. For example metal saw blade
saw plate we recommend b = 0,8-1 mm for
a metal hacksaw.

pic.1.1
The blade should be kept as far as possible at an angle when cutting. So you reach a
pretty straight separation. Please take up enough time for this! The parting straighten
then still light with a file or sandpaper. Here too: Rather work slowly and correctly,
because fast too much material is cut off. More suggestions and procedures are
described in part on the internet. For further information, we are of course happy to
disposal.
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rear surface steel

pic. 2.1

For reasons of space, the tube for the rear surface steel must be shortened. There
should be at least the width of the arm of the engine + 20 mm between the pipe ends.
Then sand the fuselage to the tube and a resin well (picture 2.1).
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pic. 2.2

brass tube
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Fixing point

pic. 2.3

pic. 2.4

The valves for the self launch resin system fitted compartment best with each 2 x rocker
lever (picture 2.4). The rocker arms with 2 brass tube on the inside of the fuselage with
some game (fig. 2.2). The axis of rotation of the two rocker arms should align it. The
following procedure has proved to be beneficial:
1. Insert the 2 rocker arms with 4 brass tubes on a long 1.5 mm steel shaft.
2. Then resin the tube at a distance of 5-7 mm (picture 2.2) of the cutting edge and as far
out on the inside of hull. Pay attention, that no resin comes at the rocker arm and the
steel wave .
3. In accordance with were flaps cut, filed and polished, first fix a lid with adhesive tape to
the fuselage (with corresponding gaps and taking into account the second flap)
4. Now, the two rocker arms can be epoxied with 5 min. epoxy inside the flap. For this
operation, turning the body over the head. Later after glue all joints with 24 hours of
resin.
For the 1.5 mm ø steel shaft please drill the rocker arm with drill 1.6 mm. The distance of
the two levers aligned, depends heavily on strongly depends on the shape of the hull
back. With strong camber, go back, the distance should be such that the 1.5 mm-axis lies
parallel as possible part of the hull. The axis in operation can then be replaced by 2 short
steel shafts. The rocker arms may be obtained from the company TOBCON as an
accessory. End-attractive alternatives (E.g. hinges) can be read on the internet. It is
important to notice that the lever can be used also as a stop.
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Very important!

4 Installation of the self launch system

Use the adapter cable (page 25) for tract
and retract the engine without the ECU. In
this case use only 1x5S (18,5V)

5-6 cm
mark corner

95
°-1
00
°

wood bulkhead 1

pic.4

pic. 5

As a general rule:
The self launch system is inserted from above through the open hull and a wood
bulkhead 1 with metric- or wood screws (picture 4). The hub of the main suspension
should be 5 cm from the front edge of the root rib (picture 3). The engine should be easily
set to the area (picture 5). Definitely do not provide a motor angel like in the nose drive.
Make sure that a gap of at least 5 mm between the propeller folded on and hull. How to
figure 4 can be seen the engine once in the extended State on the wood bulkhead mark
and take back from the fuselage. Now with the tube template this marked assume and
wood bulkhead on the drill holes (start page 12 below).
Really important: The wood bulkhead 1 for the mounting of the self launch system well
resin with glass fibre wood bulkhead. In operation come here high lever forces on the
hull!!
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A way to incorporate the wood bulkhead 1:

wood bulkhead1

The wood bulkhead 1 should consist of a good
aircraft plywood (at least 8 mm to 10 mm maximum).
Immediately after the aspect ratio the wood
bulkhead is epoxied in the specified angle (picture
5) to get the outlines of the wood bulkhead, taking a
carton (2-5 mm), folding, bends and cuts these until
he finds place in the given place. The outlines of this
boxes then transfer to the plywood and cut out.
Important: The self launch system needs below
even an off pairing for the spindle motor. They see
that to the wide even the screws height other fixing
screws finds place (gross mass you find on page
25).

pic.6

The engine now loose by hand with the bulkhead in the fuselage and set specified angle
of 5-10 °. For this work, may draw a second person to help add. At the same time make
sure that extended air screw the distance the propeller tip of the fuselage is not less than
5 mm. In addition it's here, that the distance from the front edge of the sheet to the
recess in the fuselage is not too low (picture 7).

5mm

pic.7

Now you can get the position of the wood
bulkhead 1 in the fuselage roughly with pencil or
Sharpie paint. The former now resins at 4 points
with 5-min epoxy. You have later still the
possibility to repeat the process. Should the self
launch system fit in the fuselage as described
above you can mark the corners of the page
sheet of the self launch system wood bulkhead 1
(picture 4). It begins with a screw (wood or M4
threaded) to attach the self launch system. To
align the self launch system to the fin, then fix
more screws. This process, also the self launch
system must disappear retracted into the
fuselage. Screw heads should face towards the
self launch system and thread page towards the
tip of the fuselage. M4 without washer - or spring
washer.
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Basic installation:
The scheme that is specified on the previous page must not necessarily be maintained.
The model maker is free of course according to his abilities to realize the installation
technical possibilities. Still here also shows examples in the Internet (potential
competitors).
It is important to mention that at least he wood bulkhead 2 is epoxied after the opening
(see picture 8). This wood bulkhead should be not flush with the door opening, because
more space is needed for a small stop of the closed flaps. The wood bulkhead 2 can be
provided inside with a small hole or serve as a mount for the rudder servo (cable
linkage). Between the two wood bulkhead you can resin even 2-3 layers of glass fabric a
to increase the strength for something tougher landings. The outlines of this wood
bulkhead 2 is described on the previous page (cut carton).
Now you has to decide to use servos or possibly a closing rubber. On the Control Board
outputs are provided to flap servos. You can set between wood bulkhead 1 and wood
bulkhead 2 or in the area of wood bulkhead 2. For the self launch system SKY HIGH 1 I
use personally no servos, at the SKY HIGH 2 and 3, where the weight of less, however,
already plays a role. The technically more elegant method is the servo version in any
case. Also here you can choose free of course depending on the skills - or opportunities
(examples are shown in the pictures).

wood bulkhead 1

wood bulkhead 2

pic. 8
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5 Electronics, modes of operation, connection diagram and DC/DC
Converters
As a general rule: Self launch systems of the type of SKY HIGH may be operated only
with the supplied Control Board. Before the Board is connected, you must decide
whether to operate engine in full speed mode or in the gas-control mode.
Full speed mode:
The complete process is controlled by a switch on the transmitter. Switching on the
transmitter to extend  Flaps open, extends the self launch system, aircraft engine goes
slowly to full-throttle;
Switch on the transmitter a go  Engine stalls, the Self launch system
goes up slowly, then the flaps close. Between them lie their waiting times. These
separately programmed parameters, like slow start, brake etc. of the controller, be
automatically applied. The respective switching States queried by microswitches on the
engine. So it may be impossible to damage. In the Full throttle fashion
you must switch itself so conceivably so easy just to the transmitter care (retracting or
extending).
Gas-control mode:
Only extend and retract is controlled with a switch on the transmitter. Switching on the
transmitter are at driving flaps open and the engine goes out. Now you can throttle
continuously on the throttle stick. Switch on the transmitter enter the motor stops, even
when the throttle stick is at full throttle. Retract the engine after a short residence time
and the flaps close. About a flight phase programming, you can consume twice the
throttle stick. That means through a switch on the transmitter put the throttle channel or
the flaps on the throttle stick. A further possibility would be to put the throttle on a slider,
and to keep the throttle for the flaps.
Whether what fashion you choose first of all depends on the remote control and the type
of the self launch system. Full throttle fashion is more suitable for the self launch system
of SKY HIGH 1. At low currents (maximum 37A) runtime (at least 6 min) arise long
enough here in full speed mode. In the gas-control mode the engine running time can be
extended if appropriate power surplus. It would also be an advantage to be able to start
gently at the Sky High 3 by the enormous torque in the gas control mode.
The switching of the modes is described in the chapter "startup".
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Electric Control Unit

THR
SW-CH
SW-OUT
SW-IN

Mode

ECU
Klapptriebwerk

CLK
Dat
V+
GND
Vpp
Tx
Rx
GND

Vers.:1.01
Over
Current

ESC
DOR-I
DOR
DOR
Prg-JP
+
M -

max
+
30V PWR -

Green LED for mode display
Gas control canal Throttle
Receiver

Controller

Switch canal
Receiver
Switch out

Servo (flaps) inv.
THR
SW-CH
SW-OUT
SW-IN

ECU
Klapptriebwerk

CLK
Dat
V+
GND
Vpp
Tx
Rx
GND

Mode

Vers.:1.01
Over
Current

ESC
DOR-I
DOR
DOR

Servo (flaps)
Servo (flaps)

Prg-JP
+
M -

max
+
30V PWR -

not important
(for internal programming)

Jumper for changing
mode
Spindle motor

30V from the
DC/DC- Wandler

LED for overload spindle motor

pic. 9
The connections of the THR SW-IN and ESC to DOR be covered with servo leads (JR,
Futaba etc.) that the control cable (yellow) top points labeled boards that. The terminal
points accordingly (black) to the bottom.
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Switch out

Switch in

Tx
Rx
GND

CLK
Dat
V+
GND
Vpp
Over
Current

THR
SW-CH
SW-OUT
SW-IN

Vers.:1.01

ECU
Klapptriebwerk

Mode

Motor out
max
+
30V PWR -

+
M -

Prg-JP

ESC
DOR-I
DOR
DOR

Spindlemotor

Flapservo

-

+

Flymotor

Flapservo

for example flaps for landing

Receiver

level shifter

- out
DC/DC
Converter
- in

Signal

+
- Controller

+

Empfänger

zfor. Ex. 6

-

+

-

+

+

Output switch chanel

LiPo-Akku
5800mA
SKY HIGH 3 5S

LiPo-Akku
5800mAh
SKY HIGH 3 5S

use Anti lightning plug

Connection scheme full throttle fashion

out

in

pic. 10
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switch out

in
switchj in

Tx
Rx
GND

CLK
Dat
V+
GND
Vpp
Over
Current

THR
SW-CH
SW-OUT
SW-IN

Vers.:1.01

ECU
Klapptriebwerk

Mode

Motor out
max
+
30V PWR -

M +
-

Prg-JP

ESC
DOR-I
DOR
DOR

Spindlelmotor

Flap-servo

-

+

Flymotor

Flapservo

Throttle

out

Receiver

levelshifter

levelshifter

- out
DC/DC
Converter
- in

Signal

+
- Controller

+

Empfänger

z.B. 6

-

+

-

+

+

output chanel

LiPo-Akku
5800mAh
SKY HIGH 3 5S

LiPo-Akku
5800mAh
SKY HIGH 32 5S

use anti lightning plug

Connection scheme gas control mode

out

in

pic. 1
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Basics about wiring and the DC/DC-converter
Some important points should be noted:
1. The cable length of regulator to battery should be as short as possible (max. 15 cm).
2. Use 2,5 mm²-cable for the cables from the controller to the motor. Here, of course a larger
cable length is necessary. As a plug 4 mm gold plug can be used.
3. The motor cable should be enclosed immediately after the engine still about 10 cm with the
supplied fabric hose, and this with 1-2 cable ties attached to the 3 motor cables. This prevents
the cables from being caught on the metal parts in the fuselage.
4. When designing the cable length for the motor, make sure that the cables are not too short,
when the cable is passed through the wood bulkhead 1. Because entering and exiting different
lengths arise, the cable can unplug itself when the self launch system is folded. Here, always
take into account the travel distance of the gear when the cable is laid out.
5. Lay the cables in the fuselage as orderly and clean as possible. For example: For the power
cabling the right side (in the direction of flight) and the control board with your supply lines for
the self launch system on the left side. So the risk is greatly reduced by false pulses.
6. All inputs on the control board coming from the receiver must be wired with the supplied
signal level converters. In the full gas mode of the SW-CH and in the gas control mode of the
SW-CH and THR (pay attention to IN/OUT).
In -

Out
V out +

V in +

V out -

V in -

screw for Voltlevel

pic. 12

The supplied DC/DC converter (picture 12) is
responsible for the power supply of the spindle motor
on the control panel. He is joined Strait between
controller and battery (see figures 9 and 10) and give
constantly 30V, regardless of whether the charge state
of the battery is full or empty. This setting was already
set by TOBCON (fixing screw).
Important: The output side of the DC/DC converter
must always go to the control panel.
Observe the polarity of input and output (see also
back Board)!

The converter should be fastened with cable ties or double adhesive tape in the fuselage. As
cable for V in V out sufficient cross-section, because only small streams under 0.7 A flow a
0.25-0.5 mm². The cable ends fitted with end ferrules or solder.
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50-60 mm

6 Folding propeller

The supplied folding propeller is essentially maintenance-free. Overstretching of the
springs is not possible due to the mechanical roll-over protection. In the default delivery
condition of the folding propeller is not installed on the wave.
The following points are important when installing:

lock washer spring

1. The supplied M8 nut and lock washer tighten Rollover-protect
with a torque of 20 Nm(corresponding to 2 kg on 1
m lever). For this, use a nut with SW 13 mm.

Cotter

Nut M8

2. After the folding propeller is mounted, the
distance of the wing tips should be about 50-60
mm.
3. Is the folding propeller removed, use new cotter
pins to assemble. Bend the pins after the
spring
introduction so that they themselves cannot solve.
Shaft
The ends of the pins should be applied to the disc
(S. delivery status).

middle piece

4. Be careful with the tighten the nut M8, 4 x springs do not bend. Try it, the 2 x pins
(cotter) to adhere to the folding propeller.
Test it from time to time, whether the propellers can be equally folded up. The hardened
pins for the storage of propellers should not bend during operation! The folding propeller
of self launch system SKY HIGH 3 is with high-quality carbon FIBRE propellers 20 x 13
of the company Freudenthaler RFM fitted. Replace in case of damage please only with
this type. Very important: Don´t forget the lock washer M8 !!
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7 Motor and speed controller
The self launch system SKY HIGH 3 is delivered with a Torcman engine NT 430-40Z
(special version). This engine should never be changed since it is very well suited to the
folding propeller (65A, running time over 5,5-6 min.). This drive concept was determined
by long tests and is extremely efficient. Furthermore, even after more than 200 test
flights, no signs of wear or bearing damage were found.
For the self launch system SKY HIGH 3, we recommend the Robbe- (or Hawk) controller
Roxxy BL Control 9100-12 100A for Lipo 10S. Please take care not to buy cheap
Chinese goods, since these have already literally burned down.
Very important: Always use controller without BEC, and if so, then pull the red plus cable
from the plug to the control board (ESC) from the plug!! The control board must not have
any external voltage on the ESC-pin!!
Each controller, before it is integrated in the system with the folding engine and the
control board, has to be tought in stick position and programmed for itself. Here applies
in particular:
Slow start

The timing on about 21°, the result is approximately 62A

As possible hard braking!! (with the timing of 18-24 ° obtained 58-67 A approximately).
For a faultless operation of the engine, it is absolutely mandatory to correctly set the
servo travel for the throttle channel and switching channel on the transmitter.
Definition: The base is the servo pulse length, which in the "motor off"(gas channel) or
"engine retracted" (control channel) is 1 ms. 2 ms match the state engine “full throttle” or
“engine shut off”. When the Graupner remote control with Graupner receivers these
values on a servo are away from -100% (equivalent to 1 ms) and +100% (same as 2 ms)
reached. Other remote control may differ from these settings.
Here are some values from different manufacturers:
Servo min
-100%
-100%
-74%
-94%

Servo max
+100%
+100%
+74%
+94%

Formula for calculating:
150 = max. Servoway
100
X
For Multiplex ist the max.
Servoway -110% und +110%
results a X by ca. 74%

Important: These values may set on the transmitter for throttle channel and switching
channel first, then learn the controller with those values!!
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8 Remote control and receiver
The programming of transmitter has already been described in chapter 4. For the
operation of a high-value model of gliding with SKY HIGH 3, you need of course a
corresponding remote control. Here, necessarily 2 switches and 1 slider should be
present. A secure 2.4 GHz transmission is provided here.
You can make the following fail safe settings:
- Self launch system on retracted (Engine goes out automatically)
- Retractable landing gear and wing flaps on last received signals
- Ailerons, rudder, and elevator to neutral
Important: For some remote controls, it may be possible that the level of switching
channel for the circuit board (picture 10, 11, 12) is not enough. That is when switching on
the transmitter to retract or extend the Control Board can’t evaluate the signal of some
2.4 GHz receivers. If this is the case, please install the supplied signal amplifier output
and receiver input switching channel (SW-CH) the Control Board.

9 Commissioning
Before the engine can be done in operation still the operating mode (chapter 5) must be
set on the control board. The receiver and the SW-CH from the Control Board is
connected for this purpose in accordance with (chapter 5). The remaining terminals on
the Control Board are not used yet. Until then, the remote control and the receiver should
be turned off. On the Control Board of the supplied which specified instead (picture 9) is
plugged in now. Now you can switch on the remote control and the receiver. It follows a
flashing of the Green led (picture 9) every 3 seconds on the Control Board.
Full throttle fashion: pull the jumper when the LED is on.
Gas-control mode: pull the jumper when the LED is off.
Then should be the Board on the appropriate mode set and can be run from now on
without the jumper. The jumper is now required for the conversion of the operating
modes. The DC/DC converters should be not hooked up to this point yet.
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Now turn off the remote control and the receiver. There is the connection of the Control
Board according to their selected operating mode according to pic. 10+11.

Take please plenty of time for the wiring and they pay attention to the correct polarity of
the Control Board and the DC/DC converters. Before you take the entire system in
operation now, the folding propeller should not be mounted on the self launch system!!
After the Control Board has been connected correctly, is switched on the system in the
following order.
1. Turn on remote control
2. Switch on reception system
3. 2 x battery 5S in series switch and connect to the controller. The self launch system
should go and the regulator should initialize itself.
4. After the self launch system is retracted, it should be ready to use the system (or the self
launch system is that the switch SW-CH in the State defined).
When switching off, proceed accordingly in the reversed order. Put the self launch system in
the State as it is to be stored, first disconnect the battery from the controller. This is followed
by the switching off the receiver and the remote control.

The switch-on procedure should follow, if you are working with flight phases, always in an
active phase for the self launch system (so not phase: landing with the throttle for the
flaps).
Test the system with folding fold only outdoors and not indoors in areas referred to in
Chapter 1.
To protect the plug and the DC/DC converter, please use a Flash connector between the
control+ batteries!!
10 Batteries
The self launch system SKY HIGH 3 may only operated with 10s (2 x 5)- Lipobattery. The
capacity should be at least 5800 mAh. The author has made very good experiences with
Xtron-batteries from the company of SLS. You keep the voltage linear during the unloading,
and not suddenly fall off. Appropriate recommendations for use are very well described with
SLS in the Internet. It is very important that the battery does not drop below 3,7 V / cell in the
discharged state.That would be at 5S: 18,5 V. So the battery with appropriate care will never
even “balloon”. Start to adjust the stopwatch for the out climbs gliding to 4 minutes 30
seconds, and then measure the battery after this time. Is the tension about it, increase the
time for the stop watch until over 18,5 V per battery is something reached after
discharge.
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General instructions for the installation and operation
-To the resins of frames and only 24-hour Epoxy (UHU-Endfest etc.) use mechanically
stressed parts.
- The servos are connected to the outputs to DOR DOR-1 of the Control Board. DOR-1 is
the inverted version of DOR. So, the servos can be arranged symmetrically in the
fuselage. The servo pushrods and the lever ratios must be set mechanically.
Tips to start with a self launch system:
Starting with a folding self launch system is initially somewhat unusual, because there is
no stable chassis like a motor airplane. Therefore it would be beneficial that at the
beginning a second person holds an wing at the start. Later, with some experience, this
is not more necessary. Here the larger the model and the wheel from the main gear, the
easier is the start. The wheel of the main landing gear should be a solid rubber wheel (for
example: Fema).
How to start:
1. Align the model always into the wind and start in that direction.
2. Engine drive and run depending on the operating mode (full throttle or gas control).
Always keep the elevator up. This prevents a tilt to the front of the hull.
3. The model starts just roll off. With rudder you keep the direction and the ailerons will
stabilise the neutral position. The rudder required rather no rashes, the ailerons should
be pressed rather at low speed at the beginning with large rudder movements. With
increasing speed the elevator subside, and briefly pull until the model lifts off with enough
drive.
4. Landing it with folded self launch system, because for this condition the model should
be balanced.
The motor in the SKY HIGH 3 is full throttle-tight over the half life of approximately 6
minutes. However, it is better to split the steep flights depending on the thermal
conditions on for example 3 x 2 minutes. Always program a stop watch using the switch
or gas control or gas control mode.
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12 Maintenance
The self launch system SKY HIGH 3 requires relatively little maintenance. It should
however be noted on a few points:
Check from time to time the tension of the belt in the extended State. Something can
loosen the belt covers long in full voltage. Is this the case, open the 4 x Hexagon screws
M4 referred to on page 6 and tension to the belt. The belt should make not too strong
swing movements in operation, since this lowers the vastly of belt operation. The belt has
been designed specifically for TOBCON and is highly robust.
It would be beneficial to loosen the belt on the small belt drive close to the spindle motor
(page 6) by hand something to flight operations. To do this, turn the small toothed belt in
the direction which relieved the great belt. Thus, also the bearing forces will be free
except for the belt. If possible do not store the completely folded over time.
-The shingle wave that moves the self launch system or shut off, should not run dry. To
the factory settings, this is occupied with machine grease. Here you should state the
spindle shaft grease check and make every couple of weeks.
13 Explanations
Each self launch system SKY HIGH 3, has been tested before it is shipped, by TOBCON
on all functions and operational safety.
Before, all critical components (folding propellers, bearings, etc.) have been calculated
and dimensioned accordingly. The Control Board and the engine (metal parts etc.) have
been manufactured to RoHS-guidelines.

The symbol on the product, the instruction manual or the packaging
indicates that this product must be disposed of at the end of its
functional life not of normal household waste. It must be taken to a
collection point for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment.
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14 Pictures

Example of a rubber linkage for the flap.

A curved steel wire (torsion spring), who's is epoxied to the hull serves as a return spring
respectively.
Mounting on wood
bulkhead: Screw M4
without washers or spring
ring from this side(backup
on other side)!

Supplied material:

Very important !
Adapter for changing mode
brass tube for
a steel shaft 1,5mm
for fixing the 2 flaps

levers CFK
cotters

Adapter cabel for Spindlemotor
manual with only1 Lipo 5S (18,5V)

For installation of the self-launch
system use the adapter cable. With
this cable you can tract and retract
the engine without the ECU . In this
case use only 1x 5S LIPO (18,5V)
because of the max. 30V for the
spindle motor !!
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15 Checklist starting in short format

Very important: Please read manual and perform the first commissioning without folding
propeller!!

Here follows a short description to the start-up now:
1. Setting the operating mode with the jumper (page 21) enclosed.
2. Program the controller itself (page 20).
3. Take time to look out for the right poles. Do not forget the signal converter because it
supplies the Control Board with the right signals (IN / OUT pay attention).
4. Connect the DC/DC converters with the correct polarity to the Control Board (page
18).
5. Remote control on (if flight phase for the fie double occupancy the throttle are, the
active phase of flight for engine operation, page 22).
6. Turn on receiver.
7. Connect 2 x battery 5S in the line of control. The engine moves and the control
initializes itself (page 22).
8. System is now ready for use.
9. To turn off, it is recommended to let the engine shut off and then disconnect the
battery from the controller. This is followed by the switching off the receiver and the
remote control.
10. Storage it is beneficial, when the engine is shut off (protection of the belt).

You must make this whole process only once. In the normal flight mode only start at the
point 5.
Very important: Please read manual and perform the first commissioning without folding
propeller!!
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